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President’s Corner 

Thank you to everyone for the well wishes and speedy 
recovery! As you know I was in the hospital in October 
for 5 days for pneumonia. The pneumonia has cleared 
however there are issues from the pneumonia. On      
11/ 25 they looked at my lung with a camera and did 
some biopsies, it will take 7-14 days to get the results 
back from the lab. Once the results are back what they 
will do next will be decided.  

While I was not able to 
attend, I heard Ron 
Maggio’s talk on 
Suiseki was very 
informative and fun.  
Not to mention Ron 
was able to go to the 
Buffalo Store before 
the meeting!  

 

 

 

 

This month is the Christmas Party for those who 
RSVP’d.There is no regular meeting this month. 
Remember cash bar at 6pm and dinner is 7pm. Consider 
bringing a wrapped gift for the auction and maybe some 
extra cash for bidding. 

 
Hopefully for those that live in the areas hardest hit 

from the November 2022 snow storm your trees were 

well protected. With heavy snow branches can break 

just like when we are working on a tree, and we break a 

branch for several different reasons. Sometimes a 

broken branch can be mended.  

I have found that if the branch is not broken more than 

40 percent it can be salvaged. First you will need 

something to wrap the branch with. Raffia is a 

traditional product but there are other products that 

also work. Instead of taking half a paragraph and listing 

what can be used moving forward we will just refer to it 

as tape. Starting from behind the break you want to 

take your tape and start wrapping the branch past the 

point where it broke. The tape should be tight enough 

to hold the broken branch together but not so tight that 

it is crushing the bark. The same tightness as you would 

apply tape to a branch you intend to bend.        

           The purpose of the tape is not only holding the 

branch together but to allow sap to come up to the 

point of the break and build up. Think of it as you having 

a cut, you pull the skin together, a scab builds and the 

skin below it heals, the scab falls off and your healed. It 

is very similar here only the tape is the scab. How long 

do you keep the tape on? It depends on the size of the 

branch, how much of the branch was broken and is it a 

fast-growing tree? The time could be a month to several 

months. The best thing is to look at it. If you see that 

the branch is starting to bulge where the tape starts 

remove the tape. See if the branch has mended, if not 

reapply the tape starting before the bulge.  

 

Scott 

Thursday December 1, 

Ilio DiPaolo’s  3785 South Park Avenue, Blasdell, NY 

Christmas Party for those who RSVP’d  
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2022 Monthly Agenda: 
 

December  Christmas Dinner 

 
 

 

 

Tree of the Month 

 
By Chris Muranyi, Grand Island, NY  

American Larch 

 

                

 

 

 

2022 Board Members 
 
 

Scott Russo- President 
Paul Pearson- Treasurer 
Sandy McDougal- Board 
Jerry Rucker- Board 
Jim Smith- Board 

Christine Wilkolaski - Board 
     716-662-9429 membership 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


	By Chris Muranyi, Grand Island, NY
	American Larch

